American University Neighborhood Partnership
Transportation and Parking Working Group Summary
April 30th, 2024

Key Discussion Points:
- Welcome, review agenda and introductions.
- OLLI Parking Updates
- Scooter Updates
- AU Calendar Events Review
- Closing Comments
- Adjourn

Summary: After a welcome by the co-chairs, Josh Finver and Tony Long reviewed new measures and actions taken to enforce AU’s Good Neighbor Parking Policy with a focus specifically on OLLI members who may be parking in the neighborhood. This included the development of an attestation that going forward all OLLI participants must acknowledge before registering, as well as focused parking enforcement. Next, Josh and Lucas reviewed steps taken to promote AU students to use scooter corrals on AU’s campus rather than leaving them in the nearby community, including the introduction of push notifications via scooter apps. The group also discussed the installation of a Capital Bike Share station near AU. The meeting closed out with a review of key dates for move-out and commencement.